Students rate Road To Riches 9/10. We asked them to summarise their feedback:

“Road To Riches introduces ideas and life skills as well as strategy and fun competition - it simplifies everything and is not dull”

“It was interesting to consider how finances work in real life in a fun and engaging way. It was a fun game and easy when you got the hang of it. The game really made you think.”

“The game was FUN. The News Flash, Knowledge and Wild Cards mean that you are learning as you play the game.”

“I didn’t spend the game thinking about how I was playing an educational game but I learnt a lot and had fun doing it.”
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“Makes you think about the consequences of your decisions and teaches the value of investing money vs holding onto cash. It’s a very fun way of learning economics and economic decision making.”

Really competitive and the team work aspect makes it enjoyable; the competitive aspect made you forget it was school related

“Super interactive and have to be attentive in order to win, so you don’t lose interest”

“Incorporates a stereotypically drab subject into a fun game”

“Teaches the basics of finance in an entertaining, competitive game”

“Makes learning fun, it is also addictive and hard to stop”
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